


Pattern Overview & Cutting Guide

This pattern will make a wash bag that is approx. 20cm high and 26.5cm wide at the top, the 
base is about  8cm in depth.

To make a matching coin purse follow the same instructions up to Step 14. You then pull 
through the fabric and stitch up the inner fabric. 

Notes : You can get 1 wash bag and approx 2 Coin Purses from a Fat Quarter. Or make them any 
size you like

Cutting Instructions

Fabric Wash Bag

Outer Fabric 25cm Tall x 29cm wide (x2)

Waterproof 
Fabric

25cm Tall x 29cm wide (x2)

Zip At Least 30cm long

Fabric Coin Purse

Outer Fabric 12.5cm Tall x 18cm wide (x2)

Inner Fabric 12.5cm Tall x 18cm wide (x2)

Zip At Least 19cm long



Making The Wash Bag

Inserting the Zip

STEP 1: 
Place the first of the outer wash bag fabrics face up on your worktop. Place the zip face down on 
top of the fabric so that the outer edges are lined up. Clip or pin in place

STEP 2: 
Take the first of the inner waterproof fabrics and place ot right side down on top of the outer 
fabric and zip. Again line up the top edges and then pin or clip in place.

STEP 3: 
Using your zip foot, line up the foot with the outer zip teeth and sew a line. The line will be be-
tween the zip teeth and the outer top edge of the fabric. 
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STEP 4: 
Turn the fabrics so that the outer and inner fabrics are wrong sides together and the zip is facing 
up at the top of the fabrics.

STEP 5: 
Take the second outer wash bag fabric and place this right side down on top of the other outer 
piece. Align the fabric with the top of the zip and clip or pin in place.

STEP 6: 
Turn the whole piece over so that you are looking at the sewn in linning. Place the second wa-
terproof piece right sodes down on top of the other waterproof piece and line up the top edges. 
Clip or pin in place.

STEP 7: 
Using your zip foot, line up the foot with the outer zip teeth and sew a line. The line will be be-
tween the zip teeth and the outer top edge of the fabric. 
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STEP 8: 
Once the zip is sewn in place open out the fabric so that each outer is wrong sodes together 
with an inner and the zip is in the middle.

STEP 9: 
Carefully top stitch a line approx 1cm away from where the zip and fabric meet. You need to 
make sure that the inner fabric stays taught and doesnt get caught inder the zip. Go slowly and 
keep checking. 

STEP 10: 
Repeat for the other side and then place the finished piece right sides up on the worktop. 

STEP 11: 
Open up the zip about half way and then chop off the ends that went beyond the fabric. Make 
sure you open the zip first. 

STEP 12: 
Now match up the 2 inner fabrics and the 2 outer fabrics and pin or clip in place. Make sure that 
the zip teeth face down towards the inner piece as this will give your wash bag a nicer finished 
shape. 

STEP 13: 
Sew along both sides of the wash bag going carefully as you sew over the zip. Some machines 
like zips more than others, my current one dislikes them so slowly slowly. 

STEP 14: 
Reach in side the open bottom outer pieces and open the zip all of the way. Finiah by sewing the 
bottom of the outer fabric. 
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STEP 15: 
You need to leave a gap in the inner fabric bottom edge to pull the bag through at the end. 
Measure approx 8 cm from each side along the bottom edge and then sew up to here, back-
stitch and stop. 

Making the corners

STEP 16: 
Hold the corner edge of the outer fabric and then pinch  the corner so that the centre seam 
meets the side seam through the fabric.  

STEP 17: 
Lie the corner flat on the work surface and then mease in 4cm from the end of the corner and 
make a mark. 

STEP 18: 
Using the 4cm mark as a guide draw a line across the corner creating a right angle between the 
seam and the line.

STEP 19: 
Sew along the line you just drew and trhen repeat the steps above for the other outer corner 
and the 2 inner corners. 

STEP 11: 
Chop off the corner about 1cm from your sewn line.  
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STEP 20: 
Pop your hand in the open seam at the bottom of the inner fabric and pull the bag through.

STEP 21: 
Pop your hand back in and poke the corners out so the they are nice and pointey (ok probably 
not a word!)

STEP 22: 
Once you are happy you just need to sew up the gap, you can either hand stitch or I macjine 
stitch in a matching thread. 

FINISHED! 
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